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SELECTED ASPECTSOF PHYSICS OF FERMIONIC BUBBLES�Piotr MagierskiInstitute of Physis, Warsaw University of TehnologyKoszykowa 75, 00-665 Warsaw, Polandand Aurel BulgaDepartment of Physis, University of WashingtonSeattle WA98195, USA(Reeived May 17, 2001)We disuss properties of the Fermi system whih ontain one or morespherial (or almost spherial) objets. The interplay between various ef-fets, suh as shell orretion and haoti behavior is onsidered. We brie�ymention the role of the temperature, pairing, and e�ets assoiated withbubble dynamis.PACS numbers: 21.10.Dr, 21.65.+f, 97.60.Jd, 67.55.LfThe term �fermioni bubble� is used here to denote an (almost) spherialimpurity/inhomogeneity immersed in an otherwise homogeneous fermionisystem. There is a number of situations, where suh systems an be formed.In partiular, halo nulei [1℄, bubble nulei [2℄, highly harged alkali metallusters [3℄, various heterogeneous atomi lusters [4℄ and neutron starrust [5℄ are a few sattered examples of systems whih may be regardedas ontaining bubbles. Fermions reside there in a rather smoothly behavingmean-�eld potential, exept for the regions, where bubbles are formed and,where it hanges its depth. A simple semilassial analysis shows that if thedi�erene in depths is large then the amplitude of fermioni wave funtioninside the bubble is small (in most situations) and onsequently a bubblewill at approximately like a hard wall.� Invited talk presented at the High Spin Physis 2001 NATO Advaned ResearhWorkshop, dediated to the memory of Zdzisªaw Szyma«ski, Warsaw, Poland,February 6�10, 2001. (2713)



2714 P. Magierski, A. BulgaDespite the fat that onditions that lead to formation of fermioni bub-bles as well as their stability depend on a partiular system under onsid-eration, there are many aspets of bubble physis whih are generi. Forexample, in the ase of a �nite one bubble system the question arises on-erning the most favorable position of the bubble inside the system. Itis taitly assumed that bubble position has to be determined aording tosymmetry onsiderations. For a Bose ondensate one an easily show thata bubble has to be o�-enter [6℄ but in the ase of a Fermi system the mostfavorable arrangement is not obvious [2, 7℄. The total energy of a manyfermion system has the general form:E(N) = evN + esN2=3 + eN1=3 +Es(N); (1)where the �rst three terms represent the smooth liquid drop part of the totalenergy and Es is the pure quantum shell orretion ontribution, the am-plitude of whih grows in magnitude approximately as / N1=6, see Ref. [8℄.The harater of the shell orretion is in general strongly orrelated withthe existene of regular and/or haoti motion [9, 10℄. If a spherial bubbleappears in a spherial system and if the bubble is positioned at the enter,then for ertain �magi� fermion numbers the shell orretion energy Es(N),and hene the total energy E(N), has a very deep minimum. However, ifthe number of partiles is not �magi�, in order to beome more stable thesystem will in general tend to deform. This situation is very similar tothe elebrated Jahn�Teller e�et in moleules. One has to remember how-ever that real deformations lead to an inreased liquid drop energy, whereasmerely shifting a bubble o�-enter deforms neither the bubble nor the exter-nal surfae and therefore the liquid drop part of the total energy for neutralsystems remains unhanged. Thus it is expeted that the one-bubble sys-tem, for �non-magi� number of fermions, will rather exhibit softness towardthe o�-enter displaements of the bubble. On the other hand as the bubbleis moved o� enter, the lassial problem beomes more haoti [11℄ and onean naively expet that the single partile (s.p.) spetrum would approahthat of a random Hamiltonian [12℄, and that the nearest-neighbor splittingdistribution would be given by the Wigner surmise [13℄. This is howevernot the ase and one an show [2℄ that even for extreme displaements largegaps in the s.p. spetrum our signi�antly more frequently than in thease of a random (whih is loser to an uniform) spetrum. One should how-ever keep in mind that large gaps in the energy spetra an our if severalnoninterating haoti spetra are superimposed as well [14℄.The formation of two or more bubbles at the same time, in �nite, in�niteor semi-in�nite systems opens a plethora of new problems assoiated withtheir mutual interations and the most favorable positional arrangements.For the sake of simpliity let us onsider �rst two spherial, idential bubbles



Seleted Aspets of Physis of Fermioni Bubbles 2715that have been formed in an otherwise homogeneous and eletrially neutralfermioni matter. We shall also assume that the bubbles are ompletelyhollow, stable and rigid. Aording to a liquid drop model approah theenergy of the system should be insensitive to the relative positioning ofthe two bubbles. In the semilassial approah, whih is justi�ed for the�sizeable� bubbles (i.e. when the Fermi wavelength is small omparing tothe size of the bubble), the shell orretion energy is determined by periodiorbits in the system. In the ase of two spherial bubbles there exists onlyone suh trajetory (with repetitions) whih gives rise to the interationenergy between bubbles [5℄. The interation energy between the two bubblesof radii R, due to the existene of the periodi orbit at large separations d,reads: Eshell = 18� ~2kFm R2d3 os(2kFd); (2)where kF denotes the Fermi momentum and m the fermion mass. Thissemilassial formula approximates the exat result surprisingly well evenfor relatively small distanes [15℄. Although the above result resembles thewell known Ruderman�Kittel interation between two point-like impurities,the interation (2) is muh stronger sine the large obstale re�ets bakmore of the inident wave than a point objet, whih ats like a pure s-wavesatterer.The interation between many bubbles in the Fermi system may look,at the �rst glane, quite ompliated sine three-, four-, and other many-body terms will appear as a result of multiple fermion sattering betweenbubbles. One an show, however, that many-body terms are quite small andgive merely a small orretions to the dominant pairwise interation [15℄. Ifthe bubble density in the system beomes su�iently large then a new formof matter an be reated, foam. One might argue that sometimes a �misty�state ould be more likely. As in the ase of perolation, whether a �foamy�or a �misty� state would be formed, should strongly depend on the averagematter density. At very low average densities, formation of droplets is morelikely, while at higher average densities (lower than the equilibrium densityhowever) the formation of a foam is more probable.The best example of the many-bubble system is the neutron star wherevarious inhomegeneities in the neutron matter may be formed. Apparently,an agreement has been reahed onerning the existene of the followinghain of phase hanges as the density is inreasing: nulei ! rods ! plates! tubes ! bubbles ! uniform matter. The density range for these phasetransitions is 0:04� 0:1fm�3 [16,17℄. At densities of the order of several nu-lear densities the quark degrees of freedom get unloked and the formationof various quark matter droplets embedded in nulear matter beomes thenenergetially favorable [18℄. The appearane of di�erent phases is attributed



2716 P. Magierski, A. Bulgato the interplay between the Coulomb and surfae energies. However, in thephase transition region the relative energies between phases oming from theliquid drop model are small and the shell e�ets oming from the interationof the type (2) starts to play a dominant role [5℄. Our results suggest thatthe inhomogeneous phase has perhaps an extremely ompliated struture,maybe even ompletely disordered, with several types of shapes present atthe same time.All the fermioni system possessing bubbles are usually haraterized bylarge pairing interation whih we negleted so far in our onsiderations.One should remember however that pairing orrelations will be signi�antwhen the Fermi level ours in a region of high s.p. level density and ulti-mately lead to a leveling of the potential energy surfae. Also with inreasingtemperature the shell orretion energy dereases. Certainly for large tem-peratures the positional entropy will determine the most favourable positionsof the bubbles whih for the one-bubble system will be still o�-enter [2℄.At intermediate temperature T the free energy assoiated with the bubble-bubble interation is given in the form:Fshell = �T 1Z0 [g("; l)� g0(")℄ log �1 + exp��"� �T �� d"; (3)where g0(") is the density of states with objets in�nitely separated, g("; l)is the density of states in the presene of bubbles and l is an ensemble of ge-ometrial parameters desribing these objets and their relative geometrialarrangement. One an show that it leads to an exponential suppression ofthe interation strength as ompared to Eq. (2) [19℄.The energetis of two or more bubbles, their relative plaements andpositions with respet to boundaries, their ollisions and bound state for-mation, their impat on the role played by periodi or haoti trajetories,and their temperature dependene, are but a few in a long list of hallengingquestions. A plethora of new, extremely soft olletive modes is thus gen-erated. The harater of the response of suh systems to various external�elds is an extremely intriate issue. Sine the energy of the system hangesonly very little while the bubble(s) is being moved, a slight hange in en-ergy an result in large sale bubble motion. However, still the problem ofmoving bubbles is far from being fully understood. One expets that a barebubble mass M should be renormalized in the same way as a bare mass ofa partile is renormalized in the quantum �eld theory, sine the impuritytravels in the fermioni medium in a loud of medium exitations. Sine themass is large omparing to fermion masses the motion of the bubble will begoverned by two main physial proesses: an infrared divergene leading toAnderson's orthogonality atastrophe and reoil of the bubble. The former
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